
FIRST LEGO League Breakout



FIRST LEGO League 

• 10 Students

• Grades 4th – 6th

• Challenge released August 29th

• Spring Competition Season Feb - May



FIRST LEGO League Introduction

FIRST LEGO League has three equally important aspects:
• Research Project & Presentation

• Core Values

• Robot Game

• 3 Judging Sessions

• Rubrics Rule!



Resources

• Coach Handbook
 https://www.firstinspires.org/sites/default/files/uploads/resource_library/fll/hydro-dynamics/hydro-dynamics-

coaches-handbook.pdf

• Challenge Guide
 https://firstinspiresst01.blob.core.windows.net/fll/hydro-dynamics-challenge-guide-letter.pdf

• FIRST Steps Curriculum
 https://www.firstinspires.org/community/educators

 8 Weekly Modules (with estimated meeting times)

 Exercises and activities

 Links to additional resources for that lesson

 Field research

 Tips & Tricks

• BrickTech website
 https://techbrick.com/fll-resources/fll2017



Project Research

• Where to begin? 
 Read the Project challenge document

 Brainstorm the topic – What ways do you use water?

• Choose a couple ideas to research
 Remember the challenge wording - find, transport, use or dispose of water

• Brainstorm sources of information. 
 Books

 Newspaper Articles

 Documentaries

 Professionals – can be in person, email or Skype

• Project Book



Identify a Problem

• Brainstorm – what problems did you learn about in your topic research?

• Be clear and concise: “The problem we researched is ____.”

• Research the problem:
 Why does it occur?

 When does it occur?

 Who studies this problem? This is a good time to talk to a professional.

• Reread the project challenge. Does your problem meet the guidelines?



Design an Innovative Solution

• Research existing solutions to the identified problem.

• Brainstorm:
 What could be done better?

 What could be done a new way?

 How can an existing solution be improved?

• Explain your solution clearly and concisely.

• Reread the project challenge. Is your solution innovative?

• Consider how your solution could be implemented
 Costs

 Prototype

 Affect



Share with Others

• Even if you don’t have a full presentation, share your ideas.
 Talk to a professional in the field.

 Talk to those that would benefit from the solution.

 Ask for input and recommendations.

 Incorporate suggestions into your solution.

• Practice your presentation
 Use a “dress rehearsal” to share with others

 Guest judging



Present at a Competition

• 5 minutes including setup – NO adult participation

• All team members involved

• Creative
 Skit – simple costumes and props

 Song/Rap

 Media not recommended!!

• Clear and Organized

• All aspects of rubric are clearly communicated

• Review Project Challenge for award requirements



Judges Q&A

• Team Information Sheet

• Project Book

• TriFold Poster

• Prepare Important Facts

• Practice!!



Video?



Core Values

• We are a team.

• We do the work to find solutions with guidance from our coaches and mentors.

• We know our Coaches and Mentors don’t have all the answers; we learn 
together.

• We honor the spirit of friendly competition.

• What we discover is more important than what we win.

• We share our experiences with others.

• We display Gracious Professionalism and Coopertition in everything we do.

• We have FUN!



Gracious Professionalism

• Teams appreciate and treat each other with respect while competing.

• Teams help an opponent in need so everyone can compete.

• Teams are gracious winners and losers.

• Teams succeed while acting with integrity.



Coopertition

• Combines concepts of cooperation and competition.

• Share a skill and teach another team.

• Competition is more meaningful when all teams have the chance to excel.

• Do your best to win but not at another team’s expense.



Core Values Judging

• Core Values are Judged throughout the competition

• Teamwork Activity

• Core Values Poster

• Team Spirit
 Tshirts

 Costumes

 Decorate Pit

 “Give Aways”

 Team Cheer



Team Challenge



Robot Game



FIRST LEGO League Field



FIRST LEGO League Robot Kit



Robot Design

• The robot can be thought of as two parts:
 Chassis – this is the part of the robot that drives around the field and positions the robot

 Attachments – these are the items that attach to the chassis that manipulate items on the field 
to score points



Robot Chassis

• What makes the chassis good:
 It can drive locate the robot consistently

 It has room to add attachments

 Positions the EV3 where the screen is readable

 Positions the EV3 where the battery can either be charged or replaced

 It’s easy to use chassis to orient robot



Robot Consistency

• The robot should be able to drive to the same spot on the table repeatedly
 Can measure this with a concept called “Dead Reckoning” (more on next page)

 Factors influencing consistency
• Drive wheel choice

• Non-drive wheel choice

• Wheel slip / center of gravity

• Chassis flex / axle friction

• Attachment weight

• Battery charge

 Using sensors to improve consistency
• Light sensors - The field almost always has lines that can be used to locate robot

• Gyro sensor - Turn a specified amount, and “drive straight”

 Software is an integral part of consistency



Robot Consistency – Dead Reckoning

• Dead Reckoning – Lab type exercise where the robot will drive and the end point 
is tracked

• For instance: 
 The robot will drive straight ahead from a defined position a set amount

 A piece of paper is taped to the field at the end point

 After each run, a mark is put on the paper corresponding to a point on the robot

 The run is repeated 10 times, resulting in 10 dots on the paper

 Then, a box is drawn around the points and the area calculated

• Different designs can be evaluated (maybe different wheels), and the best design 
results in smallest box (as defined by the least area).

• Goal:  The robot should be able perform three moves in series (drive straight, 
turn, and drive straight) with a box under a square inch in size.



Robot Consistency – Sensors

• Uses for the light sensor
 Drive until a line is found

 Use two sensors and square to a line

 Line follow the edge of a line

 Hot Tip:  Calibrate the light sensors with white and black before the match to account for different lighting conditions.

• Uses for the gyro sensor
 Start with a warning:  The robot must be completely stationary when powered up with the gyro sensor or else the 

sensor will drift.  This means on the ground (not being held) and wait for it to power up.  Uses the laptop to live view the 
sensor to get familiar with it and drift.

 Drive straight:  probably the most useful routine.  The steering is adjusted to keep the gyro at the same heading

 Turn a specific amount:  Just like a non-gyro turn, it’s difficult to have the robot stop motion at a specific heading.  The 
advantage to using the sensor is it adjusts for changes in the environment or robot (attachments).  Should use in 
conjunction with “Drive Straight”.

• Passive Sensing
 This is where you use something like the wall to position the robot.  Generally used to start in base.  Can also be used 

during a run to say run along the wall, or drive backward into wall.

 Hot tip:  driving along the wall can be very effective.  Backing into the wall generally is not (there is usually a small gap
between the wall and the robot when power is turned off, resulting in the robot pointing to one side)



Attachments

• Attachments may also be called the Game Spec. Elements.  These are the mechanisms that 
activate things, pick things up, drop things off, and do other manipulations on the field.

• Everyone will look at the field for the first time and wonder how on earth are we going to 
accomplish any of those items.  

• Much of the work on this can be done without the chassis, meaning these ideas can explored by 
simply building a mechanism or device.

• Attempt a solution for everything.

• Then look at how these would fit on the robot, how they might be combined, etc.  It’s OK to have 
multiple ideas to complete the same task.



Robot Design Decisions

• Kids will often feel very strongly that their idea or one idea is better than another.  
Avoid opinion and make decisions with data:
 Use dead reckoning to evaluate the chassis design alternatives

 For attachments, use a risk assessment method to evaluate the alternatives
• Look at how long (seconds) a task takes to complete

• How consistent is the task performed (10 out of 10 times)

• How many points is the task worth

• Then multiply it out (Points * Consistency / Time).  Then rank the scores from high to low.  
Use the most runs you can accomplish in 150 seconds (the 2 ½ minutes of robot time).

 Hot tip:  the change over times should add up to under 30 seconds (time from the point 
the robot re-enters base to the time it’s off again, for all the change overs).  Consider 
the run order, bundling runs together, combining attachments to reduce change over 
time, and starting the event with the most complicated attachment already installed.



Robot Strategy

• Bundling – Group missions together to save time and maximize points scored

• Use sensors to improve consistency

• Build it & Test it – don’t estimate



Season Timing

• Target completing the robot two weeks before your competition.

• Take the target to complete the robot two weeks before the competition as a 
serious objective

• Use the two weeks before the competition for:
 Driver practice

 Rehearse judging sessions

 Getting organized for the competition



Other Things to Remember

• Always keep in mind the FLL Core Values.  There will be times when the team is 
stumped.  Remember the Core Values and work the issue.

• Ideally, the mentors don’t touch the robot
 If the kids are wondering how something might work, show them how something might 

be built using extra Lego pieces to show the concept, but have the kids build the actual 
part used on the robot

• Have all the kids have some exposure to building with Legos and Programming.  
You’ll want experts, but you also want to have some diversity of the experience.  
Judging goes much better when all the kids participate in each Judging room.

• Give your robot and mission pieces character.  Have the kids name the robot and 
name missions.  Add pieces that give the robot character, possibly themed with 
the Project.



Robot Programming Demo



FIRST LEGO League Programming Language



Questions?


